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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a model that relates properties of the analysts' information environment to the properties of their forecasts. First, we
express forecast dispersion and error in the mean forecast in terms of analyst
uncertainty and consensus (that is, the degree to which analysts share a common belief). Second, we reverse the relations to show how uncertainty and
consensus can be measured by combining forecast dispersion, error in the
mean forecast, and the number of forecasts. Third, we show that the quality
of common and private information available to analysts can be measured
using these same observable variables. The relations we present are intuitive
and easily applied in empirical studies.
Key Words: Analysts' forecasts, Uncertainty, Consensus, The quality of common and private information.
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I. INTRODUCTION
mpirical accounting research frequently relies on analyst forecasts to construct proxies for variables of interest. For example, the error in the mean forecast is used as
a proxy for earnings surprise (e.g., Brown et al. 1987; Bamber and Cheon 1995;
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Wiedman 1996; Bamber et al. 1997). In addition, forecast dispersion (that is, cross-sectional
variance) and error in the mean forecast is used to proxy for the uncertainty or the degree
of consensus among analysts or market participants (e.g., Daley et al. 1988; Ziebart 1990;
Imhoff and Lobo 1992; Lang and Lundholm 1996; Barron and Stuerke 1997). However,
the relation between these commonly used empirical proxies and such theoretical properties
of the information environment as uncertainty and consensus has yet to be rigorously specified. This article investigates, from an analytical perspective, what the forecasts of analysts
reveal about the properties of their information environment. We base our analysis on a
model of expectations in which each analyst observes two signals about future earnings,
one public (common across all analysts) and one private (idiosyncratic). The model demonstrates how these two different types of information result in forecast errors and dispersion and how the underlying unobservable characteristics of the analysts' information environment are revealed by expressions involving observable constructs.
The intuition underlying our main results stems from the fact that forecast dispersion
and error relate in different ways to the common and idiosyncratic components of error in
analysts' forecasts. The common error component arises from error in the public information analysts rely upon and the idiosyncratic error component arises from error in the private
information analysts rely upon. We find that forecast dispersion reflects only idiosyncratic
error. By contrast, error in individual forecasts reflects both common and idiosyncratic error
and error in the mean forecast reflects primarily common error but may also reflect idiosyncratic error that is incompletely diversified away when only a limited number of forecasts exist.
The fact that errors in common vs. private information influence forecast dispersion
and error differently yields insights into how certain theoretical properties of the analysts'
information environment are reflected in empirical forecast measures on average. One can
understand these insights best by referring to two theoretical constructs: uncertainty and
consensus. "Uncertainty" refers to the expected squared error in individual forecasts aggregated (or averaged) across analysts. "Consensus" refers to the degree to which analysts
share a common belief.' As we demonstrate, the expected dispersion in forecasts is an
increasing function of uncertainty but a decreasing function of consensus, while the expected squared error in the mean forecast is an increasing function of both uncertainty and
consensus. These findings provide guidance on how to construct valid measures of uncertainty and consensus from widely available earnings forecast (and realization) data.
This article is related to prior studies focused on the use of analyst forecasts to infer characteristics of investors' information environment (e.g., Barry and Jennings 1992;
Abarbanell et al. 1995). Abarbanell, Lanen and Verrecchia (1995) (hereafter ALV) modeled
the relation between analyst forecasts and investor beliefs and analyzed its implications for
price and volume reactions to earnings surprises. Our study extends ALV by modeling the
information analysts use to make forecasts. While the earnings forecasts in ALV's model
are exogenously determined, the forecasts in our model are endogenously determined by
the common and idiosyncratic information analysts use. This extension allows us to demonstrate how analyst forecasts reveal underlying characteristics of their information such
as the precision (or quality) of common and private information.2
We have organized the rest of this article as follows. In section II, we outline our model
and describe two properties of analysts' information environment-namely, the level of
I

2

This consensus construct is a generalized version of the consensus construct Holthausen and Verrecchia (1990,
199) introduced.
A more detailed description of the difference between our model and the models in ALV (1995) and Barry and
Jennings (1992) appears in section II.
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uncertainty and the degree of consensus among analysts. We show how expected forecast
dispersion and error in the mean forecast are functions of uncertainty, consensus and the
number of forecasts. We then reverse these relations and express uncertainty and consensus
as functions of forecast dispersion, error, and the number of forecasts. We also show how
one can express the precision (or quality) of analysts' common or private information as a
function of these same observable measures. In section III, we discuss important issues
related to interpreting and applying the model. Section IV includes some concluding
remarks.
II. THE MODEL
This section presents a model of how financial analysts' earnings forecasts are related
to their information environment-that is, to the general properties of their information and
beliefs. We consider a firm for which N financial analysts forecast earnings. We denote the
earnings that analysts forecast by y.3 It is assumed that y is normally distributed with mean
y and precision (inverse of variance) h. Each analyst's available information about earnings
consists of common (public) and idiosyncratic (private) information. The common information is represented by the common prior (with mean y and precision h). The private
information of analyst i is represented by a signal zi = y + ej. This information is private
in the sense that zi is observed only by analyst i and that ej is distributed independently of
all other variables. We assume that ej is normally distributed with mean zero and precision
si. We allow sis to differ among analysts. That is, analysts' private information can be of
differential quality.
The information environment of the N analysts described above is quite general under
the assumption of normally distributed and additive errors. For example, consider two
analysts with any finite number of differing signals (with one additive error term each)
about y. The error terms of the signals can be correlated in any way. Still, one can show
that each analyst's belief can be represented by one common signal (the prior) and one
idiosyncratic signal as in our model. The only strong assumption is that common information between any two analysts is common among all analysts.
We assume that analyst i's earnings forecast is his or her best estimate of earnings
based on available information.4 As is well known, the conditional expectation is a weighted
average of the common and private information available at the time of forming the expectation, with the precision of each as the weight. That is, analyst i's forecast, denoted by
pi, is defined by:
h5y+ sjz(

PrE[yz]

We define the mean forecast, denoted by
i

N
E

jx,

as:
1 N

N

E

hh + si*

(2)

3 The primitive random variable in our model is earnings, under the assumption that analysts' earnings forecasts
are strictly forecasts of earnings. Thus, information in our model is information about earnings to be disclosed
in the near future, and not directly about the firm's future prospects (liquidating dividends).
The implications of this assumption, in light of analysts' tendencies to issue optimistic earnings forecasts are
discussed in section III.
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Thus, we define observed dispersion in forecasts, denoted by d, as the sample variance
of the [Lis,i.e.,5
N

i-F)(3)

- I it

d-N

The sample variance, d, is itself a random variable prior to observing forecasts. Our nonrandom dispersion measure, denoted by D, is simply the unconditional expectation of d,
i.e.,
N

1

D

E[d] =

(4)

Var([Li- [L),

where the equalityholds because the mean of

[Li -

[i

is zero.

The observed error in the mean forecast, denoted by e, is the actual earnings minus
the mean forecast, i.e.,

e

(5)

y - [.

Our measure of error in the mean forecast, denoted by SE, is the expectation of the squared
error in the mean forecast, i.e.,
SE

ERe2] = E[(y -

(6)

,U)2]*

The variables D, SE and N represent the three observable variables in this model.6
We can now introduce two general properties of the analysts' information environment.
Later in this section we show that, along with the number of forecasts, these two properties
determine forecast dispersion and error in the mean forecast. The first property is the level
of residual uncertainty. We first define the level of uncertainty for analyst i, denoted by V1,
as:
= h +1 '
Vj-E[(y - ,Wj)2]

~~~~(7)

which is analyst i's expected variance of y, conditional on his or her available information.
We define the overall uncertainty level, V, as simply individual uncertainty averaged over
N analysts, i.e.,
iN

The second

ir

iN

V-l E Vi = l E
ieses

1

h+l

a

(8)

The second measure we introduceis the degree of consensus among analysts. Our
5

Dispersion in forecasts is sometimes viewed as a population variance rather than a sample variance. In this case
the denominator in equations (3) and (4) would be N rather than N - 1. If this alternative definition of D in
equation (4) is labeled D' then our later formulas can be converted to this alternative view by replacing D with
D'N/(N

6

- 1).

In section III we discuss the implication of treating expected dispersion and error in the mean forecast (D and
SE) as observable when applying our model in empirical studies.
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consensus measure, denoted by p, is the same as that introduced by Holthausen and
Verrecchia (1990, 199) except that it is generalized to our model with differential precision
(that is, with different sis among analysts). We first define the average pair-wise covariance
among analysts' beliefs, denoted by C, as:

N

i

N

1

Cov(y - Vi y -

1

(9)

where C1 is the average covariance between the beliefs of analyst i and the beliefs of the
rest of the analysts. One can interpret the average covariance, C, as common uncertaintythat is, uncertainty shared by all analysts attributableto their reliance on imprecise common
information. Consensus, p, is defined by:

C
_ C,

(10)

Consensus is the degree to which the analysts' beliefs covary relative to the overall level
of uncertainty, or the ratio of common uncertainty to the overall uncertainty. Stated differently, consensus measures how much the average (mean) belief reflects common vs. private
information. When all available information is public, all analysts' beliefs are identical and
p = 1. As h approaches zero, common information becomes so imprecise that analysts do
not rely on it at all and their individual beliefs diverge more from the average belief as p
approaches zero. In appendix B we show that our consensus measure p effectively summarizes two sources of information asymmetry: the ratio of private to total information and
the degree to which individual uncertainty differs among analysts.
In the following lemma we first state relations among four variance-covariance measures defined earlier-namely, forecast dispersion and the (expected squared) error in the
mean forecast, D and SE, uncertainty, V and average covariance, C. The proof appears in
appendix A.
Lemma 1

V =C+D

(11)

and
SE

=

C + N

(12)

Understanding lemma 1 is critical because our main results (Propositions 1 and 2) follow
from lemma 1. Equation (11) shows that overall uncertainty, V, is simply the sum of the
average covariance, C and expected dispersion, D. C is the uncertainty common to all
analysts, so equation (1 1) implies that expected dispersion, D, reflects only the idiosyncratic
uncertainty among analysts.
Equation (12) shows that the error in the mean forecast reflects common uncertainty,
C, and a fraction of idiosyncratic uncertainty. Equation (12) also indicates that idiosyncratic
uncertainty is diversified from the mean forecast. In other words, error contained in the
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analysts' forecasts attributable to idiosyncratic information tends to cancel out in the mean
forecast. When N = 1, no diversification occurs and the expected forecast error fully reflects
overall uncertainty and coincides with V. As N grows large, the expected magnitude of
error in the mean forecast reflects only common uncertainty.
In the following proposition, we express forecast dispersion and error as functions of
uncertainty and consensus. The proof follows from lemma 1.
Proposition 1: Expected forecast dispersion, D and expected squared error in the mean
forecast, SE, can be expressed as:
D = V - C = V(1 - p)

(13)

and
SE

V + (N - I)C

V(l-P)

(14)

where V, C and p are measures of overall uncertainty, common uncertainty and consensus, respectively, and N is the number of forecasts.
Proposition 1 shows that forecast dispersion and error in the mean forecast reflect
uncertainty and consensus in a simple way. From equation (13), dispersion is an increasing
function of uncertainty, V and a decreasing function of consensus, p. This result is consistent
with the intuition of studies that use forecast dispersion as a proxy for uncertainty or lack
of consensus. From equation (14), error in the mean forecast is an increasing function of
both uncertainty and consensus. Proposition 1 leads to Proposition 2, which shows how
one can use analyst forecasts to measure uncertainty and consensus more precisely than in
previous studies.
Before moving to Proposition 2, we should discuss two analytical papers closely related
to Proposition 1. In a similar setting, Barry and Jennings (1992), showed forecast dispersion
to be affected by both uncertainty and information asymmetry as in equation (13). Barry
and Jennings (1992) did not, however, examine error in the mean forecast in conjunction
with forecast dispersion, which is a critical feature of our model. ALV analyzed a model
in which forecasts were exogenously specified and arrived at some conclusions qualitatively
similar to ours. However, the exogenous nature of the forecasts in their model creates subtle
but important differences between their results and ours. For example, ALV suggested that
forecast dispersion indicates a lack of precision in the mean forecast. Equation (13) suggests, however, that forecast dispersion can be caused by low levels of consensus, which
equation (14) suggests can be associated with a decrease in the error in the mean forecast.7
The distinguishing feature of our model lies in the next proposition, in which we reverse
the relations in Proposition 1 and express uncertainty, V, and consensus, p, in terms of D
and SE.
Proposition 2: Uncertainty and consensus can be expressed as:
7

We present a more formal discussion of the difference between ALV (1995) and our model at the end of section
II.
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(1 - 1) D+SE
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(15)

and
D
N

SE

(16)

p=

D + SE

-

(

N)

Proposition 2, our main result, shows how one can infer uncertainty and consensus from
observable forecast dispersion, error in the mean forecast and the number of forecasts. In
a situation where the assumptions of our model reasonably apply, Proposition 2 provides
concrete measures of total uncertainty and consensus among analysts. The simultaneous
examination of dual measures, V and p, of the information environment is important in
situations where information consists of both common and idiosyncratic elements.
We now examine the special case in which all analysts' private information is of equal
precision-that is, si = s for all i. This special case is easy to apply and is appropriate if
financial analysts are all relatively well informed, with little difference existing in the quality
of information available to them.8
Proposition 3: When analysts' private information is of equal precision, the following
relations hold in addition to those of Proposition 2:

V -h

1

s

P

h
h+s

(17,18)

and
h +-s

D
(h +

S)2

9

~SEE =19 + N0
(h S)2

(19, 20)

Proposition 3 shows how the precision of public and private information relates to information characteristics and to forecast measures in this special case. Note from equation
(18) that consensus is the ratio of the precision of common information to the sum of the
precisions of common and private information. This means that the relative degree of consensus among analysts depends upon the relative precision of the common information
available to them.9 From this result, one can express the primitive information parameters,
h and s, directly in terms of D and SE.
8 Most empirical tests for differences in the magnitude of forecast error across
analysts have failed to find significant

differences. For example, O'Brien (1987), Coggin and Hunter (1989), O'Brien (1990) and Butler and Lang (1991)
failed to find statistically significant differences in forecast accuracy across analysts. Sinha et al. (1997) did find
statistically significant differences in accuracy after controlling for forecast recency. However, expected differences in the magnitude of forecast error across analysts (that is, differential uncertainty) may be economically
insignificant, because these differences have been relatively difficult to detect.
9 See appendix B for the general relation between consensus and the common-to-total information ratio when
differences in the quality of analysts' information exist.
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Corollary 1. When analysts' privateinformationis of equal precision, the following
relationshold:
SE-D

I

N

D+

2

(21)

2

(22)

SEI

and
[

D

Corollary1 allows a researcherto obtainseparateestimatesof the precisionof the common
and privateinformationincorporatedinto analysts'forecasts.
At this point the difference between our model and ALV can be described in more
detail.The majordifferencein the two models is thatALV assume an exogenous individual
forecastwith two errorterms,one common and one idiosyncratic(thatis, they definedeach
forecast as fi = y + 8 + -9), while we derive an individualforecast from information
signals, one common and one private. To emphasize this difference in the two models,
assume that no differences exist in the precision of private informationamong analysts.
Then, an individualforecast in our model is writtenin a form similar to that ALV used,
=ii

= (hy + szi)/(h + s)

=

y + h(y - y)/(h + s) + sei/(h + s). Here the terms h(y

-

(h + s) and sei/(h + s) correspondto the terms 8 and -i, respectively.In ALV the variance
of these two errorterms, g-1 and m-l, can take any values because they are exogenous,
while in our model the two correspondingterms have variancesh/(h + S)2 and s/(h + S)2,
respectively,and are relatedto each other.This differencearises from the exogenous nature
of forecastsin ALV and leads the two models to have differentimplications.For example,
note that as the numberof analysts, N, approachesinfinity as in ALV, the two variances
h/(h + s)2 and s/(h + S)2 are SE and D, respectively,from Proposition3. In ALV forecast
dispersion, s/(h + S)2, is independentof the variance of the common error term, h/(h
+ s)2, because they are assumed to be independentexogenous variables. In our model,
however,the link between forecast dispersionand errorin the mean forecast (s/(h + S)2
and h/(h + s)2 in this special case) through h or s is central to the results we obtain.
Therefore,our model and its implicationscan be viewed as an importantextension of ALV
that endogenizes analysts'forecasts.
III. ISSUES RELATED TO INTERPRETING AND APPLYING THE MODEL
In this section we addresssome issues regardingboth the interpretationand application
of our model. These issues are particularlyimportantfor researcherswanting to use the
model in empiricalstudies.
In the model, it is assumedthat forecastsreflectthe informationanalystspossess in an
unbiasedway. Priorresearchsuggests, however,that analysts'incentivesand strategicconcerns can influence their forecasts (see for example, Dugar and Nathan 1995; McNichols
and O'Brien 1997). The tendencyof analyststo issue optimisticforecastshas the potential
to confoundthe constructvalidityof some of the measuresderivedin the previoussection.
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Because bias inflates the expected magnitude of error in forecasts, it inflates estimates of
uncertainty unless the bias is measured and removed. Ignoring bias could also inflate or
deflate consensus estimates, depending on the extent to which bias is commonly shared or
varies across analysts. Whether a researcher should attempt to obtain estimates of samplewide bias or firm-specific bias in any particular application based upon our model is likely
to depend upon context. We do note, however, that recent research suggests that bias in
analysts' forecasts has decreased markedly in recent years, with optimistic bias in quarterly
earnings forecasts having disappeared as of 1993 for S&P 500 firms (Brown 1996, 1997).
The tendency of analysts to "herd" (Trueman 1994) may also have an impact on the
construct validity of the empirical forecast measures derived from our model. Herding
occurs when analysts observe certain actions (for example, forecast revisions) of other
analysts and then publish new forecasts influenced primarily by these observations. The
distinction between primitive public and private information sources is clouded if some
analysts use other analysts' forecasts as an information source. The impact of herding
behavior on the construct validity of the measures developed in our model is an open issue.
Our main results depict unconditional expectations of forecast dispersion and error in
the mean forecast (D and SE). Using our model in empirical contexts, therefore, will require
the pooling of observations to measure dispersion and error in the mean forecast. Averaging
over multiple observations will reduce measurement error and lead to measures with greater
construct validity.
Despite some limitations and caveats, our model can be used in a variety of empirical
studies. For example, Byard (1998) used the measures of common and private information
precision described in this article to show that private information contributes 56 percent
of the total precision of information available to analysts immediately prior to annual earnings announcements, up from 20 percent one year prior to the announcement. Furthermore,
Byard (1998) found that large firms exhibit lower pre-announcement uncertainty and lower
consensus than do small firms. Botosan and Harris (1997) used the consensus measure
described in this article to examine the impact of managerial decisions to increase segment
disclosure frequency. They hypothesized and found evidence to suggest that managers are
more likely to provide quarterly segment data when consensus among analysts is low. In
addition, firms initiating quarterly segment reporting experience an immediate and sustained
increase in consensus among analysts.'0 These papers suggest that the measures developed
in this paper can open new avenues to understanding the joint roles of common and private
information in capital markets.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this article we show how empirical researchers can use observable forecast dispersion
and error in the mean forecast to understand important properties of analysts' information
environment. We base our analysis on a simple model in which published forecasts are
determined by common information (common to all analysts) and idiosyncratic information.
Nevertheless, we believe that this study can serve as a practical guide for future research.
A significant gap exists between the information environment constructs found in theory
and the empirical forecast-based proxies used to test theory. We narrow this gap by suggesting empirical forecast measures that more accurately reflect underlying theoretical constructs. For research using forecast data to improve, theoretical and empirical researchers
10

See Barron et al. (1998) for another example of a study that uses our model to study the quality of financial
disclosures.
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must strive for a common vocabulary. For example, we recommend that the term "consensus" refer only to the degree to which the average belief is commonly shared. The average
forecast is often referred to as the "consensus forecast," regardless of whether it is commonly shared. Researchers have also used the term "consensus" in reference to forecast
dispersion, even though dispersion reflects both uncertainty and a lack of consensus.
One can use the model described here to better understand the usefulness of financial
reports to analysts, and to the extent that analysts' earnings forecasts reflect investors'
beliefs, we may also achieve a clearer understanding of the usefulness of these reports to
investors. This "forecast approach" for assessing the utility or impact of financial reports
can be used as an alternative to or in conjunction with the traditional "market approach."
Since the two approaches are subject to different limitations, together they can improve our
understanding of the usefulness of accounting information and the determinants of the
market reaction to the release of accounting information.
APPENDIX A
Proof of Lemma 1:
Let ei- y - At for i
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APPENDIX B
Consider two sources of information asymmetry among analysts. First, analysts' beliefs
differ according to the presence of private information, a situation captured by (1 minus)
the average common-to-total information ratio (x, defined by:
i

N

i

N j=1h

h

N

N it h + si=hV

where (x; is analyst i's individual common-to-total information ratio. When all available
information is common, (x = 1. As h approaches zero-that is, as analysts share less and
less common information-ot approaches 0.
Another source of information asymmetry is differential uncertainty, which may exist
because of differential quality of private information across analysts. Our measure of differential uncertainty, denoted by -y, measures relative differences across analysts' individual
uncertainty. This differential uncertainty is defined by:
i N

I 1F1N
t11iN
1V1
2 N
+
N
h
(h
iE
si
j=1 + so) -

V2
)

2 1=NI
vi
YN E= hi N it (
V

where -y1is the relative deviation of analyst i's individual uncertainty from the average. In
other words, differential uncertainty -yis the average squared relative deviation of individual
uncertainty from the average over N analysts.
The average covariance can now be written as:
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Therefore:
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This relation shows that p = (x if either -y = 0 or as N approaches infinity. When differential
uncertainty exists (because of differential quality of private information across analysts)
and N is finite, the average ratio of common information to total information ((x) across
analysts does not exactly translate into the ratio of common uncertainty to total uncertainty
(p). Instead, consensus summarizes the effect of the two sources of information asymmetry
on analysts' beliefs-namely, the relative presence of private information and differential
uncertainty.
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